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UNIT – 4 Longer, Sharper, Bigger
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(1) ……………… was a Prince.
(A) Big belly

(B) Longer legs

(C) Sharper eyes

(D) Sohansen

(2) How many friends did Sohansen have?
(A) one

(B) two

(C) three

(D) four

(3) How many tests did the king set?
(A) four

(B) Three

(C) two

(D) one

(4) The king turned the ……………… into donkeys.
(A) Princes

(B) Princesses

(C) Kings

(D) Magicians
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(5) Who could see very fast?
(A) The king

(B) Sohansen

(C) Sharper eyes

(D) Longer legs

(6) Who could run very fast?
(A) The king

(B) Sohansen

(C) Sharper eyes

(D) Longer legs

(7) Where was the Princess?
(A) in the palace
(B) on the top of a mountain
(C) under a mountain
(D) in the forest
(8) The Princess was a ………… away.
(A) hundred feet

(B) hundred meters

(C) hundred kilometers

(D) hundred leaf

(9) The king turned the princess into a ………….
(A) green leaf

(B) yellow leaf

(C) golden leaf

(D) silver leaf

(10) The Princess was ……….. away.
(A) quite far

(B) quite closer

(C) quite deep

(D) quite above
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(11) The Princess was ……………. Away.
(A) two hundred feet
(B) two hundred meters
(C) two hundred kilometers
(D) two hundred miles
(12) The Princess had turned into a ……………
(A) golden fish

(B) silver fish

(C) diamond fish

(D) pearl fish

(13) Who drank all the water of the lake?
(A) Sonhansen

(B) Bigger belly

(C) Sharper eyes

(D) Longer legs

(14) Who caught the silver fish?
(A) The king

(B) Sohansen

(C) Sharper eyes

(D) Longer legs

(15) The king turned himself into a ………..
(A) crow

(B) fish

(C) prince

(D) princess
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A,B,C,D

Prince,

Longer,

Golden,

Leaf,
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Power,
Shake,

Marry,
Daughter,

Top,
Deep
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True
False

(1) Sohansen went to the princess.
(2) Longer legs come back with the Prince.
(3) The Prince changed into a crow.
(4) The king set three difficult tests.
(5) The Prince and the princess were unhappy.
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(1) I can see far. I have got the sharper eyes.
…………………………….
(2) My friends helped me and I married a princess.
…………………………….
(3) My father made me a golden leaf and a silver fish.
…………………………….
(4) I turned myself into a crow and flew away into the
jungle.
…………………………….
(5) I have long legs I run faster than the king.
…………………………….
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[

]

(1) The eagle can see very far. It has sharp eyes.
(A) [

] big

(B) [

(C) [

] powerful

(D) [

] small
] beautiful

(2) We hoped to visit a zoo. But we visited the museum.
(A) [

] walked

(B) [

] jumped

(C) [

] wanted

(D) [

] danced

(3) There is a strong wind. The leaves of the tree are
shaking.
(A) [

] dancing

(B) [

] moving

(C) [

] flying

(D) [

] jumping

(4) Raj has a special power to fly in the sky.
(A) [

] extra capacity

(B) [

] bad boy

(C) [

] good boy

(D) [

] like a bird

(5) The water turned into ice.
(A) [

] change into

(B) [

] drank

(C) [

] melt

(D) [

] eat
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